Hi. Thanks for being here. Just to be totally fair, so no one thinks they’re
getting cheated, I’d like to tell you what this won’t be and, if it doesn’t
sound like anything you signed up for, you’re welcome to take off now,
no hard feelings whatsoever.
This won’t be a technical tutorial where I show you how to insert
hyperlinks and images into your PowerPoint presentation. I’m not going
to show you how to pull video off the web.
This digital projector plus PowerPoint plus a wireless projector has
revolutionized my practice, made me a much happier teacher, made my
students much happier also, but for the most part, we’re going to talk
about when and how NOT to use PowerPoint.
Just as a point of reference, I’d like you to estimate how many PowerPoint
presentations you’ve seen over the course of your life. Think to college,
think to churches, think to business meetings.
After you’ve put a number to your history with PowerPoint presentations,
would you now put a brief sentence to it.

The larger problem is that we often give PowerPoint tasks — like
displaying huge blocks of text — it is incapable of fulfilling, simply
because it’ll never refuse you, and the results are extremely damaging to
your audience, to your students.

Consider these five objects you might deploy to enrich your students
learning. Now consider the mediums available to your average teacher.
Paper and voice, certainly, and PowerPoint for an increasing number.

Consider how rough it’d be to shoehorn all of them into your voice. Your
students aren’t that thrilled by your voice, for one, and for one example,
you can’t easily convey data from a table with your voice.

Which is the best of those three mediums for each instructional object? If
you were to tell an anecdote, for instance, which would be your firstround draft pick: voice, text, or PowerPoint?

Does PowerPoint do the anecdote justice?

Does PowerPoint do the chart justice?

Does PowerPoint do the text justice?

Does PowerPoint do the table justice?

Does PowerPoint do the picture justice?

The problem with many PPT-based presentations you’ll attend at
conferences, the problem with teachers using projectors in their
classroom, is that they try to wedge every possible instructional object —
anecdotes, charts, text, tables, pictures, the kitchen sink — into this one
vehicle, which, as we’ve seen in the last examples, only does justice to
one of them.

If you treat your newfangled digital projector like it’s an old-fashioned
Kodak carousel, I guarantee you will never go wrong. You may not use
PowerPoint as often. You may miss out on SOME extras but if you simply
project images, I promise you will never mess up your kids.

If you’ll accept this idea that PowerPoint is good almost exclusively for
projecting visuals, we get into a key distinction: visual flash and visual
interest. One of these is cheap and well numb your students. The other
has made for some of the richest teaching, the most satisfying learning of
my (short) career.

These animations do not constitute visual interest. If you lean on them
every day for 180 days in your classroom, assuming that they, on their
own, will engage your kids, they will stagger out of your classroom,
blinking at the light. Please don’t kid yourself. If it’s as easy as selecting
a menu option, how valuable can it be?

The fancy transition between these slides (again, as easy as selecting a
drop-down menu) may grab your kids initially, perhaps the first couple of
times they see it, but lean hard on visual flash and PowerPoint, for you
and your kids, will live up to its reputation.

To contrast: here is visual interest.

I put up that slide at the end of an exercise in stacking cups, which you
can catch in its entirety at this URL.

Which stack is taller after 3 cups? Which stack is taller after 100 cups?
How tall would stack A be after 2 cups? Stack B? Where does one become
better than the other?
One image.
One simple, static, unaffected image drove twenty minutes of heavy
mathematics on its own.
That is the difference between visual interest and visual flash.

So you take bets. How long does it take you to drive around the island?
You talk about scale and difficult it is to determine Hawaii’s size when it’s
surrounded by blue.
GoogleMaps says 6 hours around the island. 275 miles. So what would
be an interesting measurement here?
We talk about how to determine rate — speed — and why the average
speed around Hawaii is 45 mph. Low.
We talk about what goes into deciding freeway speed limits.
We basically talk a lot. They talk to each other. They write sentences
explaining and justifying concepts and theories.
And we do all of this not from cheaply bought transition or effect, but
from a carefully chosen and introduced picture.
One picture.

We introduced quadrants and coordinate graphing with this single
graphic, talking about fruit as a combination of tastiness and easiness. Is
a strawberry easier to eat than a cherry? What does that mean for its
position on the graph?
We fight. We argue over the relative taste values of cherry and a grape. Is
a lemon tasty or untasty?
Again. One image.

We’re transitioning quickly into the positive attributes of digital projectors
so before we get out of the doom & gloom part of our show I’d like to
reiterate that anything you do once a day for 180 days will have drastic
effects on your kids.
If you demean them even subtly every day, the abuse will compound.
If you let them pack up a few minutes early daily, that will have a large
total cost to your class time.

And if you disregard even small elements of graphic design, like here, for
instance, where you have a low contrast background and your kids will
strain to read text, over 180 days the average classroom prescription will
sink from 20/20 to near blindness.
Color matters.

Here is a very decent resource for graphic design principles, which are
way beyond the scope of this presentation.

Here are some great aspects to digital instruction.
You have here Emeline. These other two are Archibald and Paris. I have
no idea what is inside them, though I’d guess a collection of lesson plans,
handouts, and assorted resources. They were here when I arrived and
they will be here when I leave, completely untouched.
Their net weight is surely around several hundred pounds.
You’re a new teacher. You HAVE to figure out some way to save
everything you create.
This isn’t it.

This is it. This flash drive is several ounces and contains every lesson
plan, handout, test, and slide I have created since student teaching.
Resources for classes I haven’t taught in years.

It gets better than just good storage.
You have here a trapezoidal pyramid which many of my geometry
students would mess up in a way I should’ve predicted.
Rather than trust my sketchy memory for the corrections ...

... I note it in my slide software and put it out of my head until the next
year.

So not only do I have every slide stored on this wafer but they are in a
state of constant refinement. Year in, year out, they get better and better.

Transitioning quickly here, I’d like you to imagine a typical, short lecture
block. You have some questions to ask, some figures to draw, some
notes to issue, and if you’re in a traditional classroom, you do all of that
at a whiteboard.
Maybe you can wander a bit in front of you to snap a student’s focus back
but, like it or realize it or not, you are leashed to that whiteboard.

With a digital projector and a wireless remote, however, you’ve cut the
tether. You can stand at one side of the classroom, directing their focus
with yours, and then, as the opposite side of the classroom heads toward
distraction, you toss a question that way, and between the board, you,
and the student, you have this triangular zone, within which, you have
pretty good focus.
This is the triangle offense and I wrote about it here.

Superficial implications for classroom management and your lesson
planning aside, a digital projector can transform your entire career. It can
give this job a great deal of meaning, which, for me, it lacked.
What I’m saying is that, if you begin preloading diagrams and drawing
into your slide software before class, you buy yourself minutes on the
day, hours on the week, full days your colleagues stuck drawing figures at
the board will never see.

And with that spare time, you will feel free to inject more of yourself and
your excitement into your own teaching.
With that time, my students and I talked about the best coin to steal, the
coin you’d steal if all you cared about were the weight against its value.
Twenty minutes of interesting math from one slide built from inspired
from an article your read online the other day.
Is this sort of immediacy possible using paper or voice? Absolutely.
Is it easier and more satisfying when you’re copying and pasting,
wandering among your students, talking about whether it’s better to steal
a 100 dimes or 40 quarters. Absolutely, yes.

This digital projector is a professional blessing but something of a
personal curse. I simply cannot turn the teacher in me off. I’ll be in the
hardware aisle and notice a shape we’re talking about in Geometry the
next day, grab my digital camera, and ...

... the next day’s opener. I can’t shut it off. It’s incredible and incredibly
scary at the same time.

I can’t get rid of it. Even during mindless teevee watching time. I watch
this clip from The Office and the next day it’s in front of my classroom,
the obvious question, how long until Jim gets a disciplinary review?
Is this possible with your traditional paper and voice. Absolutely not.

That math was simple but this digital projector opens your eyes to
possibility and you’re finding complicated math everywhere.
On teevee again: a pop show in the US called How I Met Your Mother in
which lady’s man, Barney Stinson, explains his hot and crazy plot which is
as simple and as cool an introduction to regression analysis as my
freshmen could see.

I cooked up a list of past girlfriends, ranked them on both scales, and
we’re graphing points, talking about what it means to be above or below
the regression line.

We talked about indirect variation, how the length of my relationship
varied indirectly with the craziness of the girl.

And how the hotness of the girls varied directly with my age.

It isn’t that these learning experiences used to be impossible, just that it
becomes easier for you to put multimedia learning in front of your
students, the wider your eyes will open to learning around you all the
time. You’ll start carrying a camera aroud ‘cause you’ll have seen time
and again how much learning you can spin from a single image.
In the two years that I’ve used a digital projector, my teaching has
become more satisfying and consuming than I could ever have imagined.
I wish nothing less for all of you.

